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DENIC

- DEutsches Network Information Center
- registry for .de
- eG (registered cooperative)

- members: Internet service providers
- currently around 130 members

- not for profit
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- currently around 3.3 million domain 
names registered at the second level 
under .de

- approx. 200,000 new registrations per 
month (= 10,000 each work day)

- around 40 employees
- very liberal registration rules
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Rules for Domain Name

- only digits, Latin letters (no special characters) 
and hyphens permitted

- must contain at least one letter
- cannot begin or end with a hyphen
- minimum length 3, maximum length 63 

characters
- no existing TLDs
- no abbreviations for German territories as used 

for car license numbers (to be used as SLDs?)
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- no limitations on content of name
- no banned categories such as generic words, 

abusive terms or place names
- domain name holder‘s responsibility that 

name: 
- does not infringe third parties‘ rights
- conforms to the law (especially criminal law)

- holder declares this by applying
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Rules for Holder

- no requirement that domain name relates 
to holder 

- no limitation on number of domain names 
per holder

- no restrictions regarding citizenship or 
location of holder
- but if holder not located in Germany, admin-c 

as holder‘s representative must be located in 
Germany
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Why these rules?

- DENIC evolved from academic roots 
- no thought about / no desire for stricter rules

- checking for legal implications would not 
be possible

- many advantages
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Advantages

- cheap and fast registration
- unhindered developement of the Internet 

under .de
- more creativity in domain names
- equal opportunities for all Internet-users
- DENIC neutral and uninvolved
- lean organization of DENIC
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Registration with DENIC

- approx. 99.5% through DENIC members 
- completely automatic on DENIC‘s side 
- all further administration of domain by DENIC 

member

- approx. 0.5% through DENICdirect
- initiated manually, then processed 

automatically like registrations via members
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- first come, first served basis
- checking with regard to availability and technical 

registration rules only
- no checking for legal implications

- possible infringements
- registration data
- compliance with other legal registration rules

- registration within 48 hours, currently less than 
6 hours
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Problems

- domain name trading
- no solution 

- wrong registration data
- termination of registration contract without 

notice possible

- non-compliance with rule for foreigners
- termination of registration contract without 

notice possible
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- infringements of laws and third parties‘ 
rights (name conflicts and cybersquatting)

- disputes arising from this
- dispute policy helps
- also termination of registration contract 

possible, but impossible to decide
- „ambiente.de“
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„ambiente.de“

- „leading case“ with DENIC involved
- OLG Frankfurt (MMR 2000, 36)               

in favour of DENIC:
- DENIC not generally obliged to check domain 

names for possible right infringements, has to 
intervene only in absolutely obvious cases or 
when a court has issued a final decision

- now pending before Bundesgerichtshof   
(German Supreme Court)
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Conclusions from „ambiente.de“

- DENIC terminates registration contract:
- in absolutely obvious cases of infringements
- when dispute is concluded with final result in 

favour of complainant
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Another Problem

- idea of „domain blocking“
- civil law

- complainant claims domain name infringes his 
rights, refuses to become domain name 
holder himself and requests „blocking“ of 
domain instead

- two law suits so far: one case won, one lost 
by DENIC (both on appeal now)
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- criminal law
- domain name („heil-hitler.de“) not conforming to 

criminal law
- cancelled by DENIC by analogy with „usual“ disputes 

(intervention in obvious cases)
- solution?

- „black list“ no solution
- solution unnecessary in civil cases
- solution by independent organization registering 

domain names not conforming to criminal law
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„01051.de“

- challenge of DENIC‘s registration rules
- phone company wanted to register call-by-call 

dialing code 01051 as domain „01051.de“, 
DENIC refused

- LG Frankfurt (MMR 2000, 627)                        
in favour of DENIC: 
- DENIC is not required to breach own rules if they 

have a reasonable technical background and plaintiff 
has no overwhelming interest in requested domain 
name
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Conclusions

- DENIC too liberal?
- too easy to infringe the law and other parties‘ 

rights?

- DENIC believes not
- only few cases compared to total number of 

domains
- advantages outweigh the problems
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www.denic.de


